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STAY ALIVE-A GUIDE TO SURVIVAL
IN THE DESERT SOUTHWEST

The desert is one of nature’s greatest challenges, filled with
discoveries, but a wrong turn in a car or mechanical trouble in
a car or aircraft can instantly put you into a survival situation.
This is the first video that will teach you what you need to know
with demonstration maps, and graphics. Hosted by Preston
Westmoreland and featured on Paul Harvey’s News.
P/N 13-15145..................... .
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A breakthrough approach to aviation safety that
differs from anything else you’ve ever seen. We
examine the primary causes of accidents according
to NTSB statistics - the mistakes that occur over
and over again - and recreate in dramatic vignettes
the action leading up to, causing or contributing to
these accidents.Hosted by Bob Hoover, premier
aerobatic demonstration pilot, and includes segments of his air show as performed in the Shrike
Aero Commander.

STAY ALIVE-A GUIDE TO SURVIVAL
IN THE MOUNTAINOUS AREAS

We show how to dig a snow cave, tell weather by the clouds,
how to deal with bears and other wildlife, plus expert advice
on hypothermia, clothing, edible plants of the mountains, and
many other areas. Taped from the White Mountains of New
Hampshire to the Colorado Rockies. 2 helicopters & fixed wing aircraft
were also used to gather footage. 90 Min.
P/N 13-13154..................... .

FLYING DOWN TO THE CARIBBEAN

On this tape the crew takes the viewer as far down the chain
as St. Eustatius, including stops in the British and U.S. Virgin
Island, the Dominican Republic, and Puerto Rico. “Flying
Down to the Carribbean” also offers extensive explanation of
various get-away sights once in the island chain and gives
recommendations for hotels and restaurants. In a familiar
format, the film flows the flight of 2 Mooneys through the
islands, with plenty of in-flight footage.
P/N 13-00070..................... .

FORMATION FLYING—THE ART

This video represents a true milestone in a flight
training product available to civilian pilots which
parallels the comprehensive type training one would
receive in a military environment. Excellent for any
pilot wishing to learn formation flying taught using
standardized military procedures. Recommended
by EAA/Warbirds of America.
P/N 13-15150..................... .

THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF FLOATS

Jack Brown’s Seaplane Base in Winter Haven, Florida is the
setting for this instructional video. Covers everything from basic
Cubs to Cessna 206 Turbo on floats. Learn how to fly a floatplane correctly - and safely - for the first time. Excellent air-to-air
photography. (120 min.)
P/N 3727........................... .
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The 17 Most Popular Ways
To Fall Out Of The Sky..

THE 17 MOST POPULAR WAYS TO
FAIL OUT OF THE SKY - DVD

Flyright Productions offers a superior series of instructional
videos (now on DVD) with the facts you need in a format
you’ll remember. This Hollywood-quality series has high
production values while providing useful information that’s
difficult to find elsewhere.
17 WAYS focuses on the primary causes of accidents
according to NTSB statistics. This breakthrough video actually creates the flight situation and illustrates how human factors influence the
decision-making process, contribute to pilot error and cause accidents.
Our unique approach offers distinct advantages: the viewer becomes a
participant in the flight experience, which guarantees maximum retention of this critical information. Better retention means stronger performance...and safer flights. Hosted by Bob Hoover, premier aerobatic
demonstration pilot, and includes segments of his airshow performed in
the Shrike Aero Commander. Written by John Lowery, renowned aviation safety writer, author of “Professional Pilot” and “Anatomy of a Spin,”
and instructor at Embry Riddle Aeronautical University.
Features an unparalleled staff of aviation experts - test pilots, flight
surgeons and instructors from both the Naval and Air Force Test Pilot
Schools, the Institute of Aviation Safety at USC, and Embry Riddle
University. Approx. Running Time: 2:25 Minutes Not Rated.
P/N 13-06650..................... .

Experience The Spirit Of Flight

“The EAA Air Adventure Museum Video Tour” -- Experience
the Spirit of Flight in one of the worlds best aviation museums.
From Homebuilts and Ultralights to Antiques and Air Racers,
discover the aircraft and displays that make the EAA Air
Adventure Museum unique. The next best thing to being there
(22 min)
P/N 13-40515....................................

NORTH OF THE ARCTIC CIRCLE – Even if the Arctic is not

on your flight plan for now, North of the Arctic Circle is fun to
watch! Take a summer dip in the iceberg-filled Arctic Ocean
or follow the migrating caribou. See eskimo art unveiling and
hear stories about towns, people, and airplanes. Breathtaking
aerial video, extensive guide on flying and navigating in the
Arctic. (120 min.)
P/N 13-00638..............................
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Preflight Prep. & Take off........P/N
Cruise & en Route...................P/N
Approach & Landing................P/N
Your Body in flight...................P/N

13-40370............... .
13-40375............... .
13-40380............... .
13-40385............... .

FROM THE GROUND UP - TV’s only show dedicated to the
homebuilding and restoration of airplanes. The show that
introduced America to the personal aircraft movement on the
Discovery Wings Channel is now available on video!
Episodes 1-3: (Introductory overview; Tail Construction,
Riveting; Wings).........................P/N 13-02463..................... .
Episodes 4-6: (Connecting wings to fuselage; Surface &
flaps; Interior)..............................P/N 13-02464..................... .
Episodes 7-9: (Electronics; Firewall Forward; Plumbing & Exhaust)
P/N 13-02465..................... .
Episodes 10-13: (Canopy & Landing Gear; Paint Prep; Inspection; First
Flight)...........................................................P/N 13-02466..................... .

BACKCOUNTRY IDAHO DVD

Pilots of all skill levels will truly enjoy the exhilaration and adventure of Idaho backcountry flying at its best with ... Backcountry Idaho. Visit some of the best backcountry airstrips in
the Rocky Mountains. Explore scenic wilderness, vast pine
forests, and steep canyons in search of pristine beauty and
the next runway challenge. Fly right seat on the actual approaches and
departures of these spectacular backcountry airstrips with Todd at the
controls of his high-performance, custom designed, King Katmai.
P/N 13-06298.............................

UTAH OUTBACK DVD

Visit some of the best backcountry airstrips of the American
West. Discover ancient Anasazi cliff dwellings or squeeze
through a thousand-foot-deep canyon in search of incredible
beauty and the next runway challenge. Take a journey with
expert pilot Todd Peterson as he explores some of the remote
and beautiful country featured in Galen Hanselman’s “Fly Utah” pilot’s
guide. Fly the actual approaches and departures of these spectacular
backcountry airstrips with Todd at the controls of his King Katmai. Fasten your shoulder harness and enjoy the exhilaration and adventure of
backcountry flying at its finest with Utah Outback.
P/N 13-06309.............................

IT’S GOTTA BE A JENNY – One of America’s most famous
airplanes. 30 minutes of aviation magic including rare footage
of the Jenny’s earliest days as a military trainer and the antics
of daredevil barnstormers. Witness Ken Hyde’s 16-year awardwinning Jenny restoration and the unprecedented gathering of
six Jennies at the 1989 EAA Fly-In-Convention.
P/N 3616........................ .

Caribbean Flying Adventures

The Practical Pilot’s Guide to the Islands DVD Format. This
is the only on-line and up-to-date Pilot’s Guide for flying
to the Islands. It literally contains everything a pilot needs
to know and do about flying to the Caribbean - charts,
documents, fees, current fuel prices, step-by-step arrival /
departure procedures and more. Most of the information is not available
from any other source - and it is continuously updated. Scenic, 4 Minute
Approaches to 15 Major Airports in the Caribbean - Antigua, Barbados,
Dominica, Nassau, Nevis, Provodenciales, Santo Domingo, St Kitts,
St Lucia, St Martin (Dutch and French), St Vincent, Tobago, Trinidad
and Vieques, PR. BONUS Approach: St Barts - The Most Challenging
Landing in the Islands. Includes the Pre-Departure Checklist Everything You Need to Know and Do Before You Depart.
Caribbean Flying Adventures #1...................... P/N 13-04182................ .
Caribbean Flying Adventures Membership...... P/N 13-04261................ .

FLYING THE SPIRIT - “The third of EAA’s in the cockpit
series” - tells the story of one of the most famous airplanes
of all-the Spirit of St. Louis. Learn about the man behind the
original flight, Charles Lindbergh, through amazing historical
footage. Then, fly along in two replicas of the famous craft
with astronaut Hoot Gibson, the late John Denver and the
man who flew over Paris for the 60th anniversary of the
flight, airline pilot Verne Jobst. (25 min)
P/N 13-23375..................... .

